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Heroin Dance
Little Fish

Dm        F          G
Rising blue smoke in golden air,
          A#           C         Dm
Where the promises you held have gone,
Dm         F        G
Deep clear water or violent days?
      A#          C             Dm
Years pass in the shadows as we fade.

A#                   Gm
Where will I find protection?
         A#               C      Dm
From the lonely days when I cry alone,
A#                     Gm
Who s gonna give me salvation?
      A#         C          Dm
When above all I wanna be loved.

  Dm       F                 G
Before I sleep you turn your back on me,
  A#         C          Dm
I fall to my knees in rage,
    Dm         F     G
You raise your hand against my cheek,
      A#       C             Dm
World moves in spite of my pain.

A#                   Gm
Where will I find protection?
         A#               C      Dm
From the lonely days when I cry alone,
A#                     Gm
Who s gonna give me salvation?
      A#         C          Dm
When above all I wanna be loved.

A#                   Gm
I don t want to die alone,
      A#              C           Dm
Wanna say that I love back to someone,
A#                Gm
I just want to be loved,
         A#                  C         Dm      Dm



Will you take me to the last dance, my heroin?

   A#
If there s another way to love,
                       Gm
There s another way to fall,
   A#
If there s another way to hurt,
                    Gm
Then I want to hurt more,
   A#
If there s another way to take,
                       Gm
Then I want to take it all,

D5
How long? How long?

   A#
If there s another way to move,
                       Gm
There s another way to breath,
   A#
If there s another way to take,
                       Gm
There s another way to need,
   A#
If there s another way to change,
                  Gm
Then I wanna stay the same,

D5
How long? How long?

A#                   Gm
I don t want to die alone,
A#                Gm
I just want to be loved,
      A#              C       Dm
Wanna say that I love back to someone,
         A#                  C
Will you take me to the last dance? My heroin.

Dm        F         G
Charming blue vein, golden sun,
       A#                C              Dm
Let me fade to where the nightshade has gone.


